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HOMOTOPY FOR FUNCTORS

MING-JUNG  LEE

Abstract. We show that natural transformations play the role

of homotopy for (covariant) functors. Homotopic functors are

shown to induce identical maps between the homology groups of

categories. For a space X, there is an associated category AS(X). We

show that the classifying space of \S(X) has the same homotopy

type as A" if A" is a CW complex. Moreover, we prove that, for CW

complexes X and Y, /and g:X—>-Y are homotopic if and only if

\S(f) and \S(g) are'.

1. Introduction. It is known that a simplicial complex is topologically

determined by a partially ordered set. In particular, this partially ordered

set determines the homotopy type of the simplicial complex. It is also

known that the homotopy type of a CW £(G, n) is determined by the

group G. Partially ordered sets and groups are related in the sense that

they both are small categories. In this paper, we show that the homotopy

type of a CW complex is determined by a small category, the singular

category of the complex, where natural transformations play the role of

homotopy for (covariant) functors. Our approach is closely related to

simplicial sets. Functors will always be covariant.

Let K be a simplicial set. We associate to K a small category AiK) as

follows. The objects of A(/T) are Simplexes of K. The set of morphisms

from simplex v to simplex « consists of all the face maps x from Am to A",

where m=dim v and n=dim u, such that ux=v. (A face map is an injec-

tive monotone function from [w] = {0, 1, • • • , m} to [n] = {0,\, ■ ■ ■ , n}

and it operates on u via the face maps of K.) For a simplicial map/: £-->•£,

we define A(/) = A(£)->A(£) to be the obvious functor with A(/)(«)=

J\u) for objects. Thus A becomes a functor from if, the category of sim-

plicial sets, to *€, the category of small categories and functors. Com-

posing A with S, the total singular complex functor, one obtains a

functor from &~, the category of topological spaces, to Sf. The category

ASiX) is called the singular category of the space X. We prove the functor

AS preserves homotopy.
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There is also a functor M from ^ to £f which preserves homotopy. The

functor M was studied by Anderson [1] and Segal [7]. In general M(A)

may not be a Kan complex (where A is any category); we prove that M(A)

is a Kan complex if and only if A is a groupoid. We also show MA(K)

is precisely the subdivision (see Kan [2]) of the simplicial set K. For a

category A, the geometric realization of M(A) is called the classifying

space of A and denoted by BA. It is well known that the classifying space

of a group G is a CW K(G, 1) and the classifying spaces of finite partially

ordered sets are simplicial complexes. We prove that the classifying space

of the category AS(X) has the same homotopy type as A' if A' is a CW

complex.

Our main theorem can be stated as follows.

Theorem 1.    Let X and Y be two CW complexes.

(a) For any two maps fand g:X—>-Y,f~g if and only i/AS(/)~AS(/).
(b) X and Y have the same homotopy type if and only if AS(X) and

AS( Y) have the same homotopy type.

We can also show that homotopic functors induce same maps between

the homology groups of small categories with constant coefficients. (It

was shown in Lee [3] that the homology groups of a space A'coincide with

the homology groups of its singular category.)

The author would like to express his appreciation to Professor Charles

Watts for his help and encouragement.

2. Relations between small categories and simplicial sets.

Definition 2. Let A be a small category. We define the morphism

complex MA of A to be a simplicial set where

M0A = {(w) | u is an object of A},

MPA = {[xp_1, • • • , x0] | x¡ is a morphism in A and

x„_i ° • • ■ ° x0 is defined},       p ^ 1.

(We use u for both object and identity morphism, thus (u) e M„A and

[u] e MXA.) Face and degeneracy operators are defined by

Oi\xV-U > X01  —   l'Yi-l> ' " "  ' Xi " Xi-1> > •*"()]

and

Silxv—li ' *ol =   L-*J>-1' '     ' ' xi-> llñ Xi—li » -^ol

for/7>l where tví=Domain x¡ = Rangex^. Forp=l, we let d0[x0] = (u0),

3i[x0]=("i) and s0(u)= [u].

It is not hard to check that MA is indeed a simplicial set. For a functor

/:A-»T of small categories, we let Mf:MA—>-MT be the simplicial map

defined by Mp(f)[x„^ ■ ■ ■ , x0]=[f(xP_x), • ■ • , f(x0)]. It is readily

verified that M is in fact a functor from ^ to ¡f.
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In general, A/A may not be a Kan complex (e.g. when A is a partially

ordered set). However, MA is a Kan complex if A is a groupoid. In fact,

we have

Theorem 3. MA is a Kan complex (i.e., satisfies the extension condition)

if and only if A is a groupoid.

Proof, (a) Only if part: We will show that if z and y are morphisms

of A with Range z= Range y or Domain z= Domain y then there is a

morphism x such that zx=y or xz—y respectively. Suppose Range z—

w=Rangej. Consider a0— [z] and ox=[y] in MXA. Since d0ax = d0ao, by

the extension condition there is a [xl5 x0] in M2A such that [x!] =

dofXi- x0] = o"0=[z] and [xxx0] = dx[xx, x0] = ox=[y]. Hence xx = z and

xxx0=y, i.e., there is an x=x0 with zx=y. The other part can be similarly

proved by considering o-^fy] and a2=[z].

(b) If part: Let a0, ■ ■ ■ , ak_x, akJ1, • • •, ap+x be Simplexes of MVA

ip^\) which satisfy the compatibility conditions dlaJ = dj_xoi for /</',

ij&k and j^k. Write

ai = lxp-u   ' ' ' xoJ.

We may suppose A#0 (if A:=0, then k^p+\ and the proof proceeds in a

similar way). Since dna¡=d¡_xa0 fory>0 andy^/r, we have

a i = [x°_,, • • • , x°_!, x°_2, • • •, x", x'0]   for 2 ^ j ^ p and ; ^ k

ox = [x°_!, • • ■ , x?, xj]   if A- 5* 1    and

<Vrl  =   [4-2, ■ • • , X„°, X?+I]      if fc  # p  +   1 .

We divide our proof into three parts.

(1) Suppose p^3. Then there is a number /^3 and k^l and it follows

from the compatibility conditions idlaj = dJ_xal for /< j and 9Jcr¡ = 3¡_1o\,

for /•</) that

x0=x¿   for2</^j>+1,        /j* k,
and

xj = x°x¿   if k 5e 1    (use 9iO-, = 9,_la1 and 30o-, = o^ero).

Denote xl0 by x0, x?_, by x,. Then the (/?+ l)-simplex o-= [x7„ • • • , x0] has

the properties that d¡a = a¡ for aWj^k.

(2) Supposep = 2. Then there is a number T^.2 and /r^/. If 1=3, then

the proof is the same as case (1). If 1=2, then again by the compatibility

conditions we have

x'0 = xl   for2^j<P+\,       j^k,
and

xxxl = x^x^xl   if k # 1    (use also dno-j = 30o-0).
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Since A is groupoid, xlxl=x\xlxl implies xl = xlx2 and the proof coincides

with that of (1).

(3) Suppose p=\. Then the proof is the reverse of the arguments in

part (a).

(In fact, we have shown that the extension condition is always satisfied

for/? = 3.)   Q.E.D.
We now show that the classifying space of AS(A') has the same homotopy

type as A' if A' is a CW complex. We first observe that for any simplicial

set K the simplicial set SA(K) is just the subdivision SdK (see Kan [2]).

In fact, SdK is defined to be the simplicial set v?/~, where Kp=

{[«, xv, ■ ■ ■ , x0]\u o xp o • • • o x0 defined in AiK)} and [u, xv, ■ ■ ■ , x0]~

[v,yv, ■ ■ ■ ,y¡¡] if yi = xi for / = 0, 1, • • • ,p—\ and uxp = vyp. Therefore,

the simplicial map <r■: Sd K^SAiK) with cpp[u, x,„ ■ • ■ , Ar0]—[*j>-i' •■ ■ , x0]

is an isomorphism and

Proposition 4.    SdK and S AiK) are isomorphic as simplicial sets.

Proposition 5. There is a natural transformation D from the functor

BAS=TMAS:.T-+.T to the functor \T such that DiX):BASiX)^X is a
weak homotopy equivalence for every topological space X and hence a

homotopy equivalence if X is a CW complex. ( F is the geometric realization

functor.)

Proof. By Kan [2], there is a natural transformation d from Sd to

1,. Composing d with F and S, we obtain a natural transformation d'

from TSdS to TS. On the other hand, there is an adjunction natural trans-

formation ip from FSto \r (cf. May [5]). Combining with the isomorphism

of Proposition 4, we get a natural transformation D = ip ° d':BAS=

TMAS^>-\T. The map DiX) : BASiX)—>-X is a weak homotopy equivalence

because both d' and rp are weak homotopy equivalences (see Kan [2] and

May [5]).    Q.E.D.

3. Invariance of homo topics.

Definition 6. Let <p and ç>':A->r be covariant functors of small

categories. We say that cp is homotopic to cp' if there are covariant functors

<p¿ = A—>T, /=0, 1, • • • , n, with <p0=cp and <pn = <p' such that for each i

there is a natural transformation between <p¿ and <pi+1. Homotopy will be

denoted by ~.

Remark. The homotopy relation defined above is obviously an

equivalence relation. It is also easy to see that tp~(p' and yj~y' imply

cp o y)~çs' o ip''. in case A and Y are partially ordered sets, the homotopy

coincides with the one defined by Okamoto [6]. For monoids A and V,

two functors (i.e., homomorphisms) <p and cp' are homotopic if there are
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y i and cp¡ for /=0, I, ■ • • , n such that <p=(f0, f'—f„ and y¡ ° cp¡(x) =

cpi+xix) °_y¿. Furthermore, if F is a group, then cp and cp' are homotopic if

and only if there is a y g F with tpix)=y~Lcpix)y, i.e., homotopy coincides

with conjugation.

Proposition 7. //' <p and cp':A->r are homotopic functors, then Mcp

and Mcp' are also homotopic as simplicial maps.

Proof. This proposition was proved by G. Segal [7] for topological

categories. We will give a different proof here. Suppose r¡ is a natural

transformation from cp' to cp, we construct a homotopy h = Mcp'~Mcp

as follows. For each p^O and O^j^p, we define h¡: M „A—>MP+XT by

hjlx^x, ■ ■ ■ , x0] = [<pixp_x), ■ ■■ , cpiXj), r¡(u¡), (p'(x¡_x), •■■ , cp'(x0)]

where u¡= Domain x; = Range x;_x (for jP=0, /¡0(«) =[»?(")])■ Using the

hypothesis that r¡ is a natural transformation, one can check /? is indeed a

homotopy between cp' and <p (see May [5, p. 12] for definition of homo-

topy).   Q.E.D.

Corollary 8. If cp and cp'-.A-^T are homotopic, then so are the

continuous maps Bcp and Bcp'.

Corollary 9. If cp and cp''; A—>T are homotopic, then cpil. = cp!l.:H^iA)->-

H*iT) where //*(A) is the homology group of A with coefficients in Z

(i.e., ToriiZ,Z)).

Proof. The chain complex CM A of A/A is exactly the chain complex

induced by the bar resolution of A with coefficient Z. (Cf. Lee [3] and

[4].)   Q.E.D.
Remark. Suppose A is the singular category of a space A'and A' is the

full subcategory whose objects consist of nondegenerate Simplexes. Then

A and A' are homotopic equivalent in the sense that there are functors

cp: A-»A' and cf>'A'—>-A with cp o <p'~lA, and cp o (p~IA.

Theorem 10. Let f and g.X-^-Y be continuous maps. If feng, then

AS(f)~AS(g) : AS(X)^AS( Y).

We first prove

Lemma 11. For each n^.0, there is a continuous map /„: A2n+1-*A"x/

such that the following diagram commutes for k=0, 1.

a,î»+i -2—> A'< x /

A"
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where zt(/)=(/, fe) for te A"; _y0(/0, • • • , tn)=(t0, ■ • • , tn, 0, • • • , 0) e

A2"-1 and yi(s0, ■ ■ ■ , 5„) = (0, • • • , 0, s0, • • • , j„) G A2"« for (t0, ■ • • , ij

û«î/ (y0, - • • , í„) /'« A".

Furthermore, for each face map x: A'"—»-A", iViere is a corresponding face

map x:A2,"+1—>A2n+1 such that ln ° x=ixxl) ° lm andykin) ° x=x »^.(m)

/or fe=0, 1, i.e., the diagrams below are commutative

A"
7*(")

.T;.-(W)

A.2"+l

> a2"^1

/„
->- A" x /.

/,.

X X /

->> A"' x /

Proof.   Define ¡n by

/„(<•<,, ■ ■ ■ ,t,„ s0, ■ ■ ■ , s„) = ((/•„ + s0' • • •, tn + sn), 1 - 2 ',)

for (/„, •••,/„, s0, • ■ • , sn) in A2"+1. The image of /„ is in A"x/ because

2 (ti+si)= 1 and 0:S 1 — 7 ri= 1. It is not hard to see that /„ is the desired

map.

Without loss of generality we may assume

x(t0, ■■■ , tm) = (/„ • • • , tm, 0, • • • , 0) e A".

Define

*Uo> "     ' ' 'rn' 50' ' ' sm) ~  V0> ,tm,0, 0, 50, • • •, iml 0, • - • , 0)

for (/„, ■ ■ ■ ,tm,s0,- ■ ■ , sm) e A2m+1 and it works.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 10.    It suffices to show AS(/0)~AS(,'1):AS(A')-*-

AS(XxI) where /0(0—('. 0) and h(t)=(t, 1) for t e X. We shall denote

AS(ik) again by ik for fe = 0, 1, and denote AS(X) by A, AS(A'xF) by V. For
« in |A| with dim u = n, we let h(u) to be the (2«-fT)-singular simplex

(«x/)c/Bin|r|.

/„                           u X I
A.2»+i —2—^ A" x /. -y X x I.

For any morphism x in A(u, u), i.e., x is a face map from A'" to A" with

u o x=v, we let h(x): A2l"+l—>-A2nJrl be the face map x of Lemma 11. Then

we ha\eh(v) = (vxl) o lm=((u ° x)xl) ° lm=iuxl) ° (xxl)° lm=(uxl) °

/„ o x=h(u) ° «(*), i.e., /ï(jc) is a morphism from «(y) to «(«). Thus we

have defined, modulo some minor verifications, a covariant functor from

Ato r.
To complete the proof, we need only exhibit two natural transformations

r]k:ik-+h for fe=0, 1. For we |A[ with dim u=n, we let r¡kiu) to be the
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face map yk(n) : A"-^A2M+1 of Lemma 11. Since ik(u)—ik ° u= (uX7) o zk=

iuxl) o /„ ° yk=hiu) ° yk, it follows that ^(w) is a morphism from 4(h)

to hiu). r\k is indeed a natural transformation because for any x g A(v, k)

we have r¡k(u) ° ikix)=ykin) ° x, hix) ° r¡(v)=x ° yk'm), where « = dim u

and m = à\mv,ykin)° x=x ° ykim) and hence îî(m) ° 4(x)=/t(x) ° ??(y).

Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Theorem 10 shows that f~g implies

AS(/)~AS(g). Conversely we suppose AS(/)~AS(g), then by Corollary

8 we have TMAif)~TMAig) as continuous maps. It follows from

Proposition 5 that the following diagram is commutative.

TMAS(f)
TMAS(f) --->.  TMAS(Y)

TMAS(g)

DiX)

X
f

g
Since X and Y are CW complexes, DiX) and D(F) are homotopy

equivalences. Thus / and g are homotopic because TMASif) and

TMASig) are. (b) is a direct consequence of (a).    Q.E.D.

Open Questions. (1) For a given functor cp:AS(X)->-AS(Y), is there

a continuous map/:X-* Y such that AS(f)~tp1 (2) Does the functor A

preserve homotopy? We expect to have a negative answer for (1), but (2)

should be true at least for maps between Kan complexes.
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